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INTRODUCTION

Goal: Large scale road edge processing using LIDAR data:
– Recognition of curbs and curb ramps
– Reconstruction of missing information (in case of occlusion)
– Interaction with an operator when necessary

ADAPTIVE PROCESSING OF ANGULAR DEVIATION MAP

Feature set→ map of angular deviation θ where θ = arccos(Vp · z)
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Density-based radius selection:

Low radius value: Noisy estimation of θ on points that
are far apart from the scanner (see the area in the black
square.)

High radius value: inaccurate estimation of θ on points
that are close to the scanner (see the area in the black
square).

Adaptive radius value: the radius is chosen regarding the
density of points in the neighborhood. Accurate estimation
of θ.

PREDICTION/ESTIMATION MODEL

Xk = (xk, yk), top view abscissa and
ordinate of the overall process at step k.

The prediction Pk+1 is found by:
Pk+1 = f({Xt}t=k−Np−1,...,k, D, δ)

The process f is described in images
(a), (b) and (c): a polynomial curve C of
degree D was used to fit the Np previous
results {Xt}t=k−Np−1,...,k.
δ is the value of the advancing parameter.

Then, an observation Ok+1 is selected
by: Ok+1 = g(Pk+1, θcurb, r, r

′).
The process g is described below.

Finally,Xt+1 = (1−α(WObs)) . Pt+1+
α(WObs) . Ot+1, where α(W ) = S. W
if S. W < 1, else α(W ) = 1 (S is a
given parameter).

The process g allows to search for the observation
with "best" neighborhood.
If θcurb is the θ value of a typical curb, r and r′ ra-
dius parameters defining circular regions A and A′:
g(Pk+1, θcurb, r, r

′) = argmaxi∈APk+1
Wi

with Wi =
∑

j∈A′
i
N (i, j, σ1)N (θi, θcurb, σ2).

The method requires an initialization. This is an or-
dered sequence of points indicating the direction of
the curb (in green on the right).

CURB RAMP DETECTION

Curb ramp detection using a sliding window of size K: if
at least Kmin values of θobs in the sliding windows are
below a given parameter, a curb ramp is detected.

ROAD GRAPH

Road graph is used to divide the cloud into two pieces:
– The "road crossing" class (within red squares)
– The "linear road" class (otherwise)

If "linear road" part, the model parameter D = 1.
If "road crossing" part, the model parameter D = 2.

DATA

Stereopolis II mobile mapping system:

– Direct georeferencing system fusing a GPS, an INS

and an odometer

– Laser scanners (Velodyne and rotating mirror RIEGL)

Georeferencing of the platform → located data in global

reference datum.

RESULTS

The model provides satisfying results
– Accurate road side detection in most cases
– Road graph model gives flexibility to the overall method
– Occlusions handled
– Curb ramps are well detected

The system is 3D shape-based only: it may fail when no
curb shape is available.

2 situations are problematic:
– Curb ramp located in bends
– Occlusion located in bends

SEMI-AUTOMATIC PROCESSING FOR LARGE SCALE PROCESSING

To deal with curb ramps or occlusions in bends, a semi-automatic scheme is proposed.

In case of failure an operator:

– Selects the beginning of the failure.

– Indicate the direction.

With such an interacting scheme, quick proces-

sing of large amount of data is reachable.

CONCLUSIONS & PERSPECTIVES

A road side detection method for LIDAR data is presented that:
– Handles occlusions due to obstacles
– Detects curb ramps
– Proposes a simple user-machine interaction step
Efficient tool for processing of large amounts of 3D point cloud .
On going works are dedicated to automatic initializations and failure de-
tection.
A perspective is to use road side retrieval for precise road reconstruction,
i.e., to model the surface of roads and walking areas.


